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How Much Do You Need for Retirement?

R etirement remains the 
number-one concern among
working Americans, and 

the number-one question is, “How
much money will I need to retire?” 

Unfortunately, there’s no easy
answer, but that shouldn’t be sur-
prising, since there are many vari-
ables to consider before you find
that number. First among them is
how much your lifestyle in retire-
ment is going to cost. Other vari-
ables you’ll have to pin down
include what your health will be
like, how much more expensive
things will be, what your tax rate
will be, and so forth. 

The best way to go about deter-
mining those variables and answer-
ing the “How much do I need to
retire?” question is to work with a
professional to create the retirement
chapter of a comprehensive finan-
cial plan. The truth is, however, that

even after your plan is done, your
number will always be a moving
target as conditions in the economy,
financial markets, and your life
change. Uncertainty is greatest the
farther away from retirement you
are; but once you reach retirement,
even the best of plans need to be
revisited about once a year.

While we obviously can’t
address your individual case here,
we can review the steps involved in
preparing a personalized retirement
plan:

Thoughts on Europe
By Terence L. Reed, CFP®

Y ou may recall in my past newsletter, I spoke on why Greece may

leave the Euro.  It looks like that could be a real reality sometime

this year.  I also feel that Spain and Portugal may want to do the same.

At first blush, it seems radical; but keep in mind that they had their

own currencies before printing Euros anyway.  Their governments are

asking their people to make too many sacrifices.  In my opinion, the 

people will not accept this for too long.  Already, unemployment is at a

super-high rate, and underemployment is running rampant.  Expect this

uncertainty to impact global financial markets for months to come.  We

are not out of the financial mess yet.  Keep this in mind as you invest.

Preservation of portfolio value remains critical to most of our clients. 

Contact us directly if you or a relative have questions. We are here 

to assist. mmm

step 1: identify your retire-
ment goals. How much will the
retirement lifestyle you want cost?
When do you want to retire? At this
point, it’s okay to dream. Give the
numbers a run  — the financial
planning process usually tosses out
unrealistic expectations fairly 
quickly.

Choosing when to retire is the
easy part — and the variable that’s
easiest to change if you’re not being
realistic. When it comes to pricing
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your future lifestyle, though, it’s
best to base it on your current
lifestyle. If you don’t know what
that costs, you need to create a bud-
get that line-by-line accounts for
monthly expenses in all categories.
Multiply those monthly expenses by
12, and take that number as a good
benchmark for how much you’ll
need to spend in retirement.

Then you can adjust that num-
ber up or down — down for expens-
es you may no longer have, like
mortgage payments or the cost of
commuting to work; or up for
things you’d like to have or do, like
travel more or maintain a vacation
home. A rule of thumb that works
for many for planning purposes is
70% to 80% of your current house-
hold income. 

step 2: identify your known
income streams. Start with a projec-
tion for Social Security. Don’t know
what it is? Go to the SSA’s website
(ssa.gov) and use their “Retirement
Estimator” to estimate your month-
ly check for yourself and partner,
then annualize that number. Next,
add any annual cash streams you
might get, such as from a pension
plan, rents, royalties, or trust funds.

step 3: calculate your income
gap. Subtract your combined retire-
ment income stream total (Step 2)
from your annual retirement
lifestyle cost (Step 1). The difference
is how much you have to make up
with withdrawals from your nest
egg: taxable savings and invest-
ments, IRAs, and annuities. 

step 4: calculate the nest egg
you’ll need. Divide any negative
income gap by 4%. The result gives
you a rough idea of how much in
personal liquid assets, in today’s
dollars, you need to accumulate in
order to afford to retire. Why divide
by 4%? Because that’s the approxi-
mate rate of annual withdrawal you
should take from your retirement
savings to make your money last for

How Much?
Continued from page 1
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Follow Through on Your Estate Plan

U sually, a great deal of
thought and effort goes into
estate planning documents.

You need to consider all your
assets, decide who should receive
those assets, and find the best
strategies to accomplish your goals.
However, you need to make sure
your assets are properly positioned
to go to your intended heirs.  Some
problems to look out for include:

4
your assets aren’t titled prop-
erly to fund trusts. A com-

mon estate planning strategy used
to preserve your estate tax exclu-
sion is to set up a credit shelter or
bypass trust.  Assets up to the
estate tax exclusion amount
($5,120,000 in 2012, scheduled to
decrease to $1,000,000 in 2013) are
placed in trust.  Your spouse can
then use the income and even
some of the principal, with the
remaining assets distributed to
your heirs after your spouse’s
death.  To fund the trust, however,
you need sufficient assets titled
only in your name.  Assets jointly
owned with your spouse will typi-
cally pass directly to your spouse
and cannot be placed in the trust.
However, you may want to split
assets so each of you individually
owns assets designated to go into
the trust.  Residents of community
property states should review their
state laws carefully, since they typi-
cally have more flexibility when
using assets to fund trusts.

4
Beneficiary designations con-
tradict your estate planning

documents. Assets like life insur-
ance, annuities, 401(k) plans, and
individual retirement accounts
pass directly to named beneficia-
ries.  Provisions in your will and
other estate planning documents
cannot change those designations.
Thus, review all your beneficiaries
ensuring those designations are
compatible with your estate plan.
Also review contingent beneficia-
ries in case a beneficiary dies
before you.  After significant
changes in your life, such as a
divorce, remarriage, spouse’s
death, or child’s or grandchild’s
birth, review your designations to
see if changes are warranted.

4
owning assets jointly with
just one child. Often, a

widow or widower will add one
child to bank accounts, brokerage
accounts, deeds, and titles so that
child can help manage the assets if
the parent becomes incapacitated.
The widow or widower expects 
the child to share the assets with
siblings.  However, the asset is 
considered a gift to the one child.
For that child to split the asset with
siblings, he/she will have to make
gifts to those siblings, possibly rais-
ing gift tax implications.  Instead,
consider using a power of attorney,
so one child can help with your
financial affairs.  Or, make a provi-
sion in your estate planning docu-
ments that adjusts distributions for
any assets that pass to one heir
through joint ownership.     mmm

as long as you live.

Determining how much you
need to accumulate in savings is just
the first step in drawing up a retire-
ment plan. The next step is to com-
pare that to how much you’ve
already accumulated and determine
what you need to do to accumulate
the rest. It could mean adjusting
how much you save per year, how

you invest your money, or changing
the year you retire. 

If you’re uncertain about how
much you need to retire or whether
you can reach that amount, you owe
it to yourself to create or revisit
your retirement plan. Please call if
you’d like to discuss this in more
detail.     mmm
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durable power of attorney for
healthcare (DPAHC) will allow this.

4
Living will — A living will is
similar to a healthcare DPA,

but is also an advance directive of
the actual wishes of the incapacitat-
ed person regarding health care,
such as life-sustaining measures or
resuscitation. 

4
Funeral arrangements —
Many times seniors make

these arrangements but forget to
tell their children.

4
Beneficiary forms — These
may need to be updated and

include everything from insurance
policies to investment payouts.

4
estate tax plan — The larger
the estate, the more prudent it

may be to seek advice from an
estate attorney or financial advisor. 

The key elements to your par-
ents’ financial security and longevi-
ty are to determine how much they
need to live on now — and in the
future — and be sure to factor in
increased healthcare expenses.
Today, out-of-pocket healthcare
expenses comprise about 15% of
seniors’ total income (Source:
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010).
According to one estimate, a 65-
year-old couple retiring this year
will need $230,000 to pay for med-
ical care throughout retirement, not
including long-term-care expenses
(Source: Fidelity Investments,
March 2011).

Please call if you’d like to dis-
cuss this in more detail.     mmm

How to Talk to Your Parent(s) about Their Finances

T oday, 5.3 million Americans
are diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease (Source:

Alzheimer’s Association, 2010). Mil-
lions more suffer from cognitive
impairment ranging from momen-
tary memory loss to various stages
of dementia. 

Often, our parents need a gentle
nudge or reminder to take their
medication or make it to a doctor’s
appointment. Other times, there’s
the need for full financial interven-
tion. The tough job is knowing the
difference.

Signs That You May Need
to Intervene

You may want to consider some
degree of financial intervention if
your parent(s) repeatedly exhibit
multiple symptoms, such as the 
following:

— Inability to handle day-to-day
details

— Exorbitant expenditures

— Grandiose thinking

— Reluctance to spend money

— Increase in the number of checks
written

— Excessive opening and closing of
accounts

— Uncharacteristic withdrawals of
large sums of cash

— Unattended long-term obliga-
tions

— Unpaid bills

How to Approach 
Your Parent(s)

At issue is the element of con-
trol — most seniors loathe to give
up control in their lives. The best
approach is to appeal to their sense
of protection where you’re con-
cerned. For example, you might say
something like, “I’m attempting to
do my own financial planning, but I
need to know more about yours in
order to plan accordingly.” This can
then open the discussion about their

plans for long-term care and if they
have money earmarked for assis-
tance if needed, either through 
savings or a long-term-care 
insurance policy.

In some cases, the most effective
strategy may be to engage the ser-
vices of a third-party expert, such as
a financial planner, tax advisor,
and/or elder law attorney. Parents
often feel threatened when children
pry into their financial matters. Uti-
lizing the services of an outside pro-
fessional will help let them know
that you have their best interests at
heart.

How to Organize Your 
Parents’ Finances

However you end up dealing
with decisions about your parents,
you’ll need to draft or find the
paperwork and information listed
here:

4
sources of retirement income

— If your parent doesn’t keep
good records, this may mean check-
ing the mail regularly to wait for
income checks or bank and invest-
ment statements.

4
residential preference — You
should regard staying in the

family home as a temporary situa-
tion that will eventually change,
regardless of your parents’ wishes.
Should your parents develop an ill-
ness or dementia, they will likely
need 24-hour care at some point,
and not many adult children can
provide this on their own. 

4
Last will and testament —
While it’s important to honor

your parents’ wishes, it’s also
important to stave off sibling argu-
ments and discord in the future.
Ensuring your parents write a will
helps make sure assets get distrib-
uted according to their wishes. 

4
durable power of attorney —
This is legal authorization to

take over your parents’ finances and
make decisions on their behalf. A



Good Investing
Habits

Financial Thoughts

Keep Saving after Retirement
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S ome tips to hone your investing
habits follow:

4
Write everything down in a

diary. Every time you make a
trade, write down why you did so
and what was going on in the mar-
ket to precipitate that trade.  This
will force you to organize your
thoughts.

4
Keep track of your portfolio’s

performance. Don’t get
overzealous and review your port-
folio’s performance daily or even
weekly.  Monthly, quarterly, or even
annual reviews are adequate.  The
point is to assess how your invest-
ments have performed compared to
a relevant benchmark.  

4
monitor the market and your

investments. You can’t just
purchase investments and then for-
get about them.  While you don’t
have to read everything in print
about your investments, make sure
to set aside enough time to review
quarterly and annual reports and
other major news about your
investments.  

4
evaluate your strategies.

Once a year, thoroughly
review your investment strategies
to make sure they are helping you
reach your financial goals.  mmm

Y ou should not stop saving
just because you are retired.
Carefully managing your

money and looking for ways to
save will help ensure you remain
financially fit during retirement.
Consider these tips:

4
construct a financial plan.

Most retirees fear that they’ll
run out of money during retire-
ment.  To ease those fears, create a
financial plan detailing how much
money will be obtained from what
sources and how that income will
be spent.  Make sure your annual
withdrawal amount won’t cause
you to deplete your savings.
Review your plan annually to
ensure you stay on course.

4
consider part-time employ-

ment. Especially if you retire
at a relatively young age, you might
want to work on at least a part-time
basis.  Even earning a modest
amount can help significantly with
retirement expenses.  However, if
you receive Social Security benefits
and are between the ages of 62 
and full retirement age, you will
lose $1 of benefits for every $2 of
earnings above $14,640 in 2011.  
You might want to keep your
income below that threshold or
delay Social Security benefits until

later in retirement. 

4
contribute to your 401(k) plan

or individual retirement

account (ira). If you work after
retirement, put some of that money
into a 401(k) plan or IRA.  As long
as you have earned income and
meet the eligibility requirements,
you can contribute to these plans.

4
Try before you buy. Want to
relocate to another city or pur-

chase a recreational vehicle to travel
around the country?  Before you
buy a home in an unfamiliar city or
purchase an expensive recreational
vehicle, try renting first.

4
Keep debt to a minimum.

Most consumer loans and cred-
it cards charge high interest rates
that aren’t tax deductible.  During
retirement, that can put a serious
strain on your finances.  If you can’t
pay cash, avoid the purchase.

4
Look for deals. Take the time
to shop wisely, not just at

stores, but for all purchases.  When
was the last time you compared
prices for auto or home insurance?
Can you find a credit card with
lower fees and interest rates?  
When did you last refinance your 
mortgage?     mmm

A pproximately 72% of Ameri-
cans feel underprotected or

severely underprotected when it
comes to the size of their savings
accounts, emergency funds, or life
insurance coverage (Source:
InvestmentNews, December 12,
2011).

Debit and credit card losses
due to fraud totaled $3.6 billion in
2010 in the United States, making
it responsible for 47% of global
credit and debit card fraud and

the world leader in fraud losses
(Source:  The Nilson Report, 2011). 

Over 85% of Americans age
60 and over do not have long-
term-care insurance. Of those
who do not have insurance, 37%
will rely on family to pay expens-
es, 28% believe Medicare or Med-
icaid will pay for care, 22% don’t
know how they will pay for care,
and 9% believe that health insur-
ance will pay expenses (Source:
SmartMoney, January 2012).

The average student loan debt
burden for individuals between
the ages of 38 and 41 totaled
$12,000, up from $9,000 in 2009, 
as more people seek mid-career
training (Source:  InvestmentNews,
January 2, 2012).

Approximately 39% of Ameri-
cans believe that using smart
phones, iPads, and similar
devices make them better bargain
hunters (Source: InvestmentNews,
January 2, 2012).   mmm



Read any newspaper and you will find 
articles about the dangers of investing into 
bond funds. Why? Many financial people think 
interest rates will go up long term and this is 
bad for anyone holding long term bonds. So 
in a nutshell, if you invested $100,000 into a 
ten year bond that was yielding 5% and newer 
bonds come out with an interest rate of say 
7%, who will want to buy your lower yielding 
bonds? They could get 2% more from the newer 
bonds. The response is that no one will want 
to buy your older bonds for what you paid for 
them. However, if you discount the price, let’s 
say by 20% then you may have a buyer. So 
bonds can lose market value. 

How to deal with this risk? If you hold on to 
your bonds until they mature, then in theory 
you will get all of your money back plus you 
had the enjoyment of your 5% interest each 
year. So if you don’t need to sell you won’t 
really get hurt. The problem is that your current 
market value will reflect the discount the market 
is offering for your lower yield bonds. Now, if 
you are holding individual bonds this should 
not be a problem as you can just hold them until 
they mature (are paid off). However, if you 
own a bond fund, know that they do mark to 
the market and report the current value almost 
every business day. Bond funds also usually do 
not hold the bonds to maturity as they actively 
buy and sell bonds. After all, they are seeking a 
good current yield. The easiest way to achieve 
that is to sell off the lower yielding bonds and 
buy newer higher yielding bonds.

What to do? One strategy is using seasoned 
bond fund managers who place your interest 
first and have a track record of success. 
Another strategy is to buy individual bonds 
and ladder your maturities by investing into 

some 3 year bonds, 5 year bonds, and 10 year 
bonds, etc. Then hold on to them until they 
pay off and buy what ever new bonds are 
being offered. What’s best for your situation? 
Let’s sit down and really discuss it.

Family Update
My family will be enjoying the Michigan 

summer. In late May, I took them to Busch 
Gardens in Virginia and had a great time. I am 
amazed at how much these parks charge just to 
spend the day. Add to this what you spend in 
food, souvenirs, and hotel expenses, and you 
wonder how Americans can afford such luxury. 
The park was full of people; very full. Go 
figure.

Speaking of summer. If you have the time, 
why not call us for a portfolio review. Perhaps 
your wants and needs have changed. Only by 
sitting down face-to-face or through a phone 
review can we make proper adjustments.

Warmest Regards,
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Long Walks Beget Long Life
Every centenarian I have interviewed over 
the last twenty years walked for at least thirty 
minutes as a daily activity, and most walked 
more than an hour. It’s no wonder they live 
to such an old age: studies have shown that 
walking can substantially reduce your risk of 
stroke and heart disease and raise levels of good 
cholesterol.

The Sun: Friend and Foe
Many centenarians understand the power of the 
sun. They rise at dawn, and sundown is their 
bedtime. Sunlight, as we know, can be either 
helpful or destructive to our health, depending 
on our exposure level. The ultraviolet rays of 
the sun are a natural sterilizer, killing bacteria 
and fungus on the skin as well as promoting 
the production of vitamin D, a substance 
essential for bone health. It can also stimulate 

the immune system, raising the levels of natural 
killer cell activity. Too much sun exposure, 
however, can cause skin damage and more 
serious conditions such as skin cancer, heat 
stroke, dehydration, and suppressed immune 
function. To maximize benefit from the sun, 
limit direct exposure to thirty minutes or less 
daily, within two hours of sunrise or sunset.

Gardening Grows Your Life Span
Centenarians around the world come from 
many different backgrounds and professions, 
but one of the most common hobbies among 
them is gardening. As exercise, gardening 
strengthens the muscles; as a discipline it 
requires patience and cultivates fortitude; 
and in the end it brings rewards and joy to 
its practitioners. Studies show that gardeners 
have a lower incidence of heart disease and 
osteoporosis than nongardeners.

This July my father and I will be riding our 
motorcycles to Arkansas to tour the Ozarks. Our 
plan is to take a couple days to get down there, 
then stay in a single town and explore different 
areas each day. It looks like we are going to 
put a few thousand miles on our bikes during 
the trip as it is about a thousand to get there, a 
thousand coming home, plus whatever we ride 
when we are there. There is a lot we need to 
prepare for including some endurance training. 
Five hundred miles a day is a lot in an air-
conditioned car, you can imagine what it’s like 
on a motorcycle. The wind whipping by, the hot 

sun on your back, or even the rain soaking your 
clothes. Believe it or not, I’m actually looking 
forward to this.

This isn’t my first extended motorcycle trip, 
but it will certainly be the longest. So as much 
as I enjoy the open road and the twisting curves, 
it’s nice to end the day with a cold beer with 
the locals in bar with a dirt floor and the only 
air-conditioning is a screen door and a box fan. 
All in all, I expect this to be an epic trip and to 
come home with some wonderful stories and 
great photos.

“Now, with a hundred miles on the clock, the rider has nearly forgotten what it means to sit 
anywhere but on this machine.” -Melissa Holbrook Pierson, The Perfect Vehicle

Mike’s Corner...
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